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that matches up with factory harness location 19, which is the remote control ground, which is
required if you plan on hooking your after market stereo up to a steering wheel control interface
like the Axxess ASWC that I used. Then I reinstalled both of the red wiring harness retaining
clips. It works perfectly! Hope this helps somebody else out there. Fits ford f xlt supercrew.
Wiring is straight forward, just match the colors and connect the 2 bare metals wire together.
Use electrical tape or wire connector. No need to do anything else. This worked perfectly with
my Ford Explorer. The wires are a good thick gauge thicker than the wires on the Pioneer DVD
player I just installed , are color coded to standard colors they all matched up with my Pioneer ,
and the wires even have what they are for printed on them. At first glance you won't notice the
printing on the wires there aren't stickers or other obvious labels , so look close if you need to
know what goes to what. Note that this Ford connector does not provide subwoofer audio lines
it does have subwoofer power though. Apparently there is a different 8 pin connector on the
higher-end factory radios that goes to the factory subwoofer and amp. The only problem you
will run into is that the Axxess module requires pin 18 and 19 for my truck, but there is no
connection pin or wire for pin You can however easily modify the connector by removing the
red guard clip then carefully popping the pin barb from and unused wire pin 7 with a small,
sharp pointy tool. The pin will slide out and then you can reinsert it into the number 19 hole. I
did this while on the phone with their Tech Support guy and even he was amazed. Don't forget
to replace the red clip. I would recommend that Scosche include a wire for pin Perfect fit for my
F super duty. Get fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the
form of a question. Please enter a question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. We know how you feel about your vehicle, so we will not
design, engineer or deliver a product that does not meet our extremely high standards. When
you purchase a Scosche installation accessory, we have you covered. We offer Lifetime Tech
support which means our knowledgeable tech team is available to answer any product
questions you may have for as long as you own the product. We are so confident in our product
quality that we back all Scosche 12V installation accessories with a Limited Lifetime Warranty.
Skip to main content. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Scosche Industries. Sold by. Include
Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges
covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift
card for the purchase price of your covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it.
Add No Thanks. Visit the Scosche Store. Details This item is sold by a third-party seller. The
discount is provided by Amazon. This is a limited time discount. Discount does not apply to

digital content. Discount good while supplies last or until withdrawn by Amazon. Shipping
charges and taxes may apply to pre-discounted prices. Amazon reserves the right to modify or
cancel the discount at any time. If any of the products or content related to this discount are
returned, your refund will equal the amount you paid for the product or content, subject to
applicable refund policies. Product Packaging: Standard Packaging. No special tools are
required. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Customers who bought this item also bought. Here's how restrictions apply. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Never had trouble installing a car stereo until I
went to put a new one in my Jeep. Bought this, wired it in, worked almost perfectly! Only
problem is there is no front to rear fade control, whatever, I can do without that, not a huge
issue. Excellent product for a really good price. One person found this helpful. Somewhere I
read that this would work with the Dodge Durango , with amplifier. It does not. Unfortunate
because it is way cheaper than others out there. Just be aware that this will not work on Dodge
Durango and possible higher and lower years. With a little reading and know how, you can
install this. Dont let any big box store charge you over bucks to get inside your radio. First I'll
say i didn't buy this on here I got it at walmart, but it's the same product it was super easy to
install and it works like a charm, no having to tap into other 12v wires, it is a little pricy but it
beats paying a lot more taking it to a shop and having them do it, it's simply plug and play.
Wires clearly marked. Stereo works. The wires are all color coded and matched up with the
colors of the Dual CD player and marked not just with a label, but also directly printed on the
wire. Pretty nice. Everything fit and worked pretty m
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uch perfectly. No issues so far. Just what I needed and it works great very pleased with my
purchase. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Discount Provided by Amazon.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

